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Introduction



• Sports clubs, academic departments, and business firms



routinely use past performance as a guide to predict the potential of applicants and to forecast their future performance. We study research output. • There is an important collaborative element to research:



people comment on each other’s work, they assess the work of others for publication and for prizes, and they join forces to co-author publications. Interaction among researchers involves the exchange of opinions and ideas and facilitates the generation of new ideas.
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Introduction



• Two ways in which network may reveal information about



future productivity: 1. Network as a conduit for ideas 2. Network links as signal of unobserved ‘type’ of individual.



Aim: Assess whether networks have explanatory power? Doe they improve prediction over and above past individual output data. Which network variables are important? What is the relative importance of two roles of network?.
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Main findings 1. Cumulative past performance explain about one half of the variation in future output. 2. Information about coauthor network has explanatory power: improves prediction over and above individual output. 3. Quality of coauthors, topological variables (degree, 2 degree, centrality) all play a role. 4. The explanatory power of coauthor productivity starts high but declines sharply. Topological features – number of coauthors, centrality – have a modest but stable power. Signalling value declines over time, ideas circulation has modest but stable role over time.
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Literature • Network effects: conceptual and measurement issues in



identifying the effects of networks due to endogeneity of network and possibility of unobserved common shocks. Manski (1986), Brock and Durlauf (2000) Bramoulle et al. (2009). • We make use of endogeneity: Evidence that good



coauthors today make for higher output tomorrow is not evidence of network effect. But it is useful precisely because link signals quality, which is otherwise unobserved. • Declining value of some network variables and stable value



of others, consistent with two different roles of network.
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Literature



• Prediction: Nowell and Kleinberg (2007) study role of



network in predicting link creation. Leskovec, Hutternlocher and Kleinberg (2010) use network information to predict the content of links (negative/positive). • Specialized literature on research productivity. Azoulay et



al. (2010) and Waldinger (2010). These papers use ‘unanticipated’ removal of individuals as a natural experiment to measure effects of networks on coauthor productivity. • Our contribution: clarifies the relative importance of two



different roles of network: signalling and conduit of ideas.
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Empirical Strategy: Past performance as predictor



• Our goal: understand how available information about an



individual can help in predicting his future research output. • Hypothesis: Individual output is a (stable) random function



of ability and goals (or ambition), efforts, and the opportunities. • How well does past performance predict future output?
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Empirical strategy: role of social networks • How much can prediction be improved through social



network information? • Social interaction among researchers takes different forms.



We focus co-authorship network. • Co-authorship of academic articles entails personal



interaction and sustained communication. Two roles for the network. • Conduit for ideas: Communication in the course of



research collaboration involves the exchange of ideas. So a researcher who collaborates with highly productive researchers has access to more new ideas. • Hypothesis 1: an individual who is close to more authors



and better authors has greater future productivity.
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Empirical strategy: role of social networks • Collaboration link as a signal of quality: Collaboration



choose to form and maintain a link. When a highly productive researcher forms a collaboration with a junior researcher the link reveals positive attributes of Mr. A. • Hypothesis 2A: higher productivity of Mr. A’s coauthors



predicts higher future Mr. A output. • However, over time, evidence on past performance



accumulates there is smaller residual uncertainty about his ability and industriousness. So we postulate: • Hypothesis 2B: the explanatory power of coauthor



productivity and other network variables diminishes over the life cycle.
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Empirical context and variables • We study the community of economists over a 30 years



period, from 1970 to 1999. Panel data on individual output and collaboration ties over time. • The output of author i for year t is qi,t : articles published,



the length of each article, the quality of journal where the article appears. • As per year output is very low, we measure future output



for multiple years: t + 1, t + 2, t + 3. ¯i,t+1,t+3 = q



qi,t+1 + qi,t+2 + qi,t+3 . 3



• Separate past output in two parts: from start until t − 5:



Qt0 ,t−5 . From t − 4 until t: Qi,t−4,t . • Control variables: life cycle, time trend, t.
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Empirical context and variables



• Network topological features: 1. Degree: coauthors that i has in period t − 4 to t, n1i,t = ηi (Gt ) = |Ni (Gt )|. 2. 2 degree: number of nodes at distance 2 from i in period t − 4 to t: n2i,t = |Ni2 (Gt )| − |Ni (Gt )|. 3. Giant component: dummy variable 4. Closeness and betweenness centrality.
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Empirical context and variables



• Type of coauthors: 1. the output of coauthors’ of author i from t − 4 to t, X q1i,t = qj,t , j ∈ Ni (Gt ). j



2. The output of coauthor of coauthors’ of author i from t − 4 to t, X qk ,t , k ∈ Ni2 (Gt ). q2i,t = k



3. Coauthor in top 1% percentile of recent past output: dummy variable.
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Table: Summary statistics



Output Future productivity Past stock output Recent past output Network variables Degree 2-Degree Giant component Closeness centrality Betweenness centrality Coauthors’ productivity 2-Coauthors’ prod. Top 1% coauthor Number of observations Number of authors



Mean



Std. deviation



Correlations



2.1 32.7 14.4



7.8 88 40



1 0.42 0.65



1.4 2.2 .24 .02 1.5 27.7 61.3 .03



1.8 4.7 .43 .03 3.7 97 229 .17



0.28 0.29 0.24 0.27 0.29 0.48 0.44 0.34



332863 75109



332863 75109



332863 75109
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Figure: Past output and future output
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Figure: Coauthors productivity and future output
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Figure: Closeness centrality and future output
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Descriptive statistics: summary comments



1. Future output: variance is large. The standard deviation is 3.71 times the mean. 2. Correlation between recent past output and future output: approximately 0.65. Figure 1 shows a scatter plot (and a linear regression line with confidence interval). 3. Correlation between network variables and future output: coauthors’ productivity correlated with future output 0.48. Degree, closeness and betweenness also correlated with future productivity. What is the explanatory power of different variables and how does it vary over time?
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Predicting future output using individual data This is the baseline model: future productivity as a function of accumulated output from t0 to t − 5, career time, number of years since the last publication of year. Model 0 yi,t+1 = Xi,t β + i,t , ¯i,t+1,t+3 ). Supplement Model 0 with the where yi,t+1 = log(1 + q cumulated recent output of an individual from t − 4 to t. Model 1 yi,t+1 = Xi,t β + γ1 Qi,t + i,t .
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Predicting future output: Model 2



This model adds recent social network information as a regressor: yi,t+1 = Xi,t β + γ2 NVi,t + εi,t . where NVi,t is a network variable. We include network variable, one by one, to see the performance of each network variable in predicting future output.
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Predicting future output: Model 3



This model adds social network variables to Model 1: yi,t+1 = Xi,t β + γ1 Qi,t + γ2 NVi,t + i,t . We start with one network variable at a time. We compare Model 1 and Model 3 using predictions. This gives us estimates of explanatory power of individual network variables. Then we examine multivariate version of the models. So we can ask: what is the information value of networks over and above knowledge of past and recent individual output.
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Predicting future output: Tests of evaluation • We split the sample into two equal parts: estimate the



models on one sample and then use the results to predict output in the second sample and ask how accurate is the prediction. This out-of sample prediction is more robust to certain biases. P (yi,t − yˆi,t )2 2 R =1− P (yi,t − y¯i,t )2 r 1X RMSE = (yi,t − yˆi,t )2 . n • Measure to compare the prediction accuracy of Model 0 and Model X RMSE % Diff . M X M 0 =



RMSEX − RMSE0 ∗100 for X={1,2,3} RMSE0
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Explanatory power: Recent output and recent social network • Cumulated past output until 5 years ago explains about



27% of variation in future output. Recent past output – in the last 5 years – explains about 42% of the variation in future output. Correspondingly, the Root Mean Square Error is roughly 0.68. So, recent output has significant information value. • How does it compare with information value of network variables? • Several individual network variables have information value. • Coauthor productivity appears to have the most information



content: R 2 goes up from 0.27 to 0.33. • Recent output and recent network contain useful



information to predict future output. Explanatory power of networks over and above past output.
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Comparing model 1 with model 2



Model 0 Model 1 Recent past output Model 2 Degree 2-Degree Giant component Closeness Betweenness Coauthors’ productivity 2-Coauthors prod. Top 1% coauthor



R2 .27



RMSE .759



RMSE Diff. -



Coeff: -



.42



.677



10.8%



.33∗∗



.31 .31 .30 .31 .32 .33 .32 .31



.738 .738 .745 .737 .734 .724 .731 .738



2.77% 2.75% 1.85% 2.80% 3.28% 4.54% 3.62% 2.77%



.10∗∗ .04∗∗ .35∗∗ .57∗∗ .18∗∗ .14∗∗ .10∗∗ 1.05∗∗
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What is the explanatory power of the social network?



• A number of individual network variables have explanatory



power: the prediction is improved when we include them, over and above what we learn from only knowing the recent output. • Then put together the network variables: how does



network compare with recent output? • Network variables have modest information content: the



R 2 goes up from 0.417 to 0.442. Correspondingly, the Root mean square error falls from 0.677 to 0.663.
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Comparing model 1 and model 3



Model 0 Model 1 Recent past output Model 3 Degree 2-Degree Giant component Closeness Betweenness Coauthors’ productivity 2-Coauthors prod. Top 1% Coauthor%



R2 RMSE .27 .759



RMSE Diff. -



Coeff: -



.42



.677



10.8%



.33∗∗



.43 .43 .42 .43 .43 .43 .43 .43



.672 .672 .674 .671 .671 .670 ..671 .670



11.4% 11.5% 11.1% 11.5% 11.5% 11.7% 11.6% 11.7%



.05∗∗ .02∗∗ .15∗∗ .34∗∗ .10∗∗ .06∗∗ .05∗∗ .60∗∗
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Table: Prediction accuracy of the multivariate models



Model 0 Model 1 Multivariate Model 2 Multivariate Model 3



R2 0.271 0.417 0.366 0.442



RMSE 0.759 0.677 0.707 0.663



RMSE Diff. 10.81% 6.802% 12.65%
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Signals vs ideas circulation



• We now look more closely at the information value of



networks over the life cycle of an author. • Main finding: Explanatory power of network falls



systematically, over time. • What are the respective roles of signalling and information



flow in a network. We expect that signalling value arises due to poor information about type of individual. As output accumulates, this information about individual type is revealed. So signalling should matter less over time. What is the evidence?
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Figure: Prediction across time with and without networks
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Figure: Prediction across time with and without networks
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Signalling vs ideas circulation



• Hypothesis: coauthor quality has signalling and idea flow



information, topological features such as closeness and degree mainly reflect flow of ideas. • Principal finding: 1. Coauthor productivity has large explanatory power at the start which falls off sharply over time. 2. Topological network variables – degree, closeness centrality – have modest information value which remains stable over time.
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Figure: Information value of coauthor productivity across time
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Figure: Information value of degree across time
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Figure: Information value of betweenness across time
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Conclusions



1. We observe that past performance explain less than one half of variations in future performance in research output. Does social network data have explanatory power? Which network variables are more important? 2. Two ways in which network may reveal information about future productivity: 2.1 Network as a conduit for ideas 2.2 Network links as signal of unobserved ‘type’ of individual.



Aim: Assess whether networks have explanatory power? Which network variables are important? What is the relative importance of these two roles of network?.
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Conclusions



1. Network variables have explanatory power for future output. 2. Coauthor productivity most power; centrality, degree etc each helps explain future output. 3. Over life cycle: coauthor productivity has high but sharply declining information value. Topological features – number of coauthors, centrality – have a modest but stable information value. 4. Interpretation: Coauthor tie has significant but time varying signalling value. Network as conduit for ideas: modest but stable role over time.
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